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CI6510 Optimised Programming for Games Devices 

Profiling and Optimising Unity Projects 
 
Introduction               
 
Optimisation in this report will cover uses within the Unreal Engine (UE4) therefore 
the execution of optimising will differ from Unity projects but the techniques are 
generally the same. The project is called ‘Vitacorp’, a final year project with imported 
assets not created by the developer – thus a lot of optimising methods could be 
utilised. 
 

  
Profiling               
 
There are two main ways to show profiling in UE4, ‘stat scenerendering 1’ will enable 
information relating to the GPU, ‘stat game 1’ will show information relating to CPU 
times. Below is an example of each: 
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As a result, there are clear graphical complexities that should be optimised as the 
mesh draw calls are 1600+. There are many ways to optimise rendering load – 
however as this is an on-going project, the developer has explored 3 main methods: 
texture/mipmap sizing, mesh LODs, and customising the imported ‘parent’ shader to 
allow for ‘UV stacking’ on models with more than 1 texture slot in an effort to reduce 
overall draw calls. 
 
LOD & Texture Resizing           
 
The ‘Scene Rendering’ image above displays the initial load of the GPU without the 
implementation of optimisation. When importing asset packs into the project UE4 will 
automatically reset any LOD setup the artist has made (but this can be imported 
later), however the developer had no access to the separate LOD profiles and had to 
create them within the Engine itself. The following is the ‘general setup’ for LODs 
that many of the scene objects will have with an exception of larger objects like 
buildings: 
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UE4 has pre-made profiles for object that can applied, but the developer felt the 
need for full control over how many vertices an object will have and when they will 
change in relation to their screen-space ratio. Being economic – the developer gave 
every object the default triangle count of 50% of the original mesh at a close distance 
(screen space > 1.0) – it was important to gauge where the players camera will be 
and how detailed the initial mesh was to begin with – 50% was a comfortable value 
without breaking immersion for the player. 
 
Along with this, the imported asset pack has also defaulted to display 2048x2048 
textures. This was further optimised by pinning down where on each asset the 
textures are being displayed and ranked them in terms of importance in relation to 
the view of the player. An example of this can be seen in the following image: 
 

 
 
An asset as big as a building will need a high resolution texture where a large 
surface is covered, so the decision to keep the yellow highlighted texture as the 
default size was kept. However, this mesh is made up of 2 other textures that were 
also 2048x2048 where they do not need to be and were changed to 512x512. 
Changes like this were made for every object in the scene. 
 
After subsequent LOD and texture changes, the rendering profile now looks as 
following: 
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Due to there being possible overheads when running the tests within the Engine, 
profiling was recorded on a standalone executable of the project – a small table will 
show slightly different results, but ones that are expected: 
 

 
Initial LOD+TexResize 

Cycles     

RenderViewFamily 6.16ms 5.26ms 

InitViews 1.39ms 0.85ms 

Base Pass Drawing 1.25ms 1.28ms 

StaticDrawList Drawing 1.21ms 1.22ms 

FinishRenderViewTarget 0.75ms 0.32ms 

Depth Drawing 0.48ms 0.54ms 

Translucency Drawing 0.44ms 0.54ms 

InitViewsAfterPrepass 0.39ms 0.41ms 

Dynamic Shadow Setup 0.35ms 0.38ms 

DefferedShadingSceneLighting 0.28ms 0.29ms 

Lighting Drawing 0.20ms 0.22ms 

Counters     

Mesh Draw Calls (AVG) 1677.8 1365.92 

Mesh Draw Calls (MAX) 1767 1410 

Static List Draw Calls (AVG) 1548.2 1246.6 

Static List Draw Calls (MAX) 1635 1284 

 
UV Stacking             
 
Optimising the LODs and the textures of the meshes proved a great result in 
reducing Mesh Draw calls – but the developer went further. The asset pack that was 
imported also came with its own shaders, in an attempt to not break the project, a 
copy of this shader was created that would factor in where the UV coordinates of a 
mesh are and be able to apply a different texture to part of the model was had the U 
coordinates of > 1, or < 1. This means that effectively, what would be 2 textures 
rendering in different material slots of the mesh and 2 render calls has now be 
squeezed into 1 render call and the materials will be applied to the mesh based only 
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on its U coordinate in its UV. The setup of this method of ‘UV Stacking’ can be seen 
below on the much used ‘road mesh’: 
 

           
 
Once the new mesh is reimported, the ‘parent’ shader which most other meshes 
have instantiated a material from will be edited and can be achieve like so: 
 

 
 
A whole copy of the shader’s logic is duplicated and a simple switch on the U 
coordinate of the mesh is placed into the correct outputs, which is done for every 
output from the materials ‘base colour’ to its ‘ambient occlusion’. 
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At the current time, this shader will only check for results of the U coordinate that is 
below 1 or greater than 1, meaning that any mesh that has more than 2 material 
slots will not be supported – this is a deliberate limitation as the developer found that 
not many meshes in the project had more than 2 materials elements. 
 
With this UV Stacking optimisation, the numbers have been improved even more as 
seen below: 
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Initial LOD+TexResize LOD+TexResize+UVStacking 

Cycles       

RenderViewFamily 6.16ms 5.26ms 4.90ms 

InitViews 1.39ms 0.85ms 0.79ms 

Base Pass Drawing 1.25ms 1.28ms 1.21ms 

StaticDrawList Drawing 1.21ms 1.22ms 1.14ms 

FinishRenderViewTarget 0.75ms 0.32ms 0.31ms 

Depth Drawing 0.48ms 0.54ms 0.46ms 

Translucency Drawing 0.44ms 0.54ms 0.52ms 

InitViewsAfterPrepass 0.39ms 0.41ms 0.37ms 

Dynamic Shadow Setup 0.35ms 0.38ms 0.34ms 

DefferedShadingSceneLighting 0.28ms 0.29ms 0.29ms 

Lighting Drawing 0.20ms 0.22ms 0.22ms 

Counters       

Mesh Draw Calls (AVG) 1677.8 1365.92 1296.32 

Mesh Draw Calls (MAX) 1767 1410 1329 

Static List Draw Calls (AVG) 1548.2 1246.6 1177.3 

Static List Draw Calls (MAX) 1635 1284 1207 

 
Overall, the amount of draw calls have been reduced by around 20% using the 3 
methods discussed above, as well as this and under the same conditions in-game, 
the project went from 63FPS to 74FPS – a healthy boost to performance. 
 
Baking Shadows            
 
 
However, there is another area of optimisation that required fewer technicalities and 
more of a personal preference – shadow/light baking. Currently the project is running 
on totally dynamic lighting, meaning that static objects are just as expensive to 
calculate shadowing for, than dynamically moving objects. The first step of this 
optimisation was to enable shadows for objects that are not already in a shadow, 
while also setting the static objects’ lightmap resolution to a fine balance of quality 
and speed. Figures of this setup are shown below: 
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Once the objects have been setup to receive shadows, and if so they have a 
reasonable lightmap resolution – the only source of light (directional light) needs to 
be set from ‘Movable’ to ‘Stationary’ – this allows static objects’ shadows to be pre-
calculated and any other object that has a ‘moveable’ profile will then have their 
shadows calculated at runtime. The result of this process has been added to the 
table below: 
 

 
 
This result proves how expensive it is for a GPU to render shadows, especially when 
there are close to 1000 actors within a scene. A huge reduction in draw calls of 
around 45% with no visual effect to the project – another win for successful 
optimisation. 
 
The in-game calculations for this project is more so optimised in that any events or 
calculations are generally executed in increments along the main game loop, for 
example, the zombie behaviour to change their focused target is only executed every 
1 second, and their attack detection is bound to an event on the animation timeline. 
Below is an example of the CPU load when there are no zombies in the scene 
compared to 10 focused on the player character: 
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No zombies, ticks queued of 221. 
 

 
 
10 zombies, ticks queued of 371. 
 

 
 
Admittedly, the behaviour for the enemy AI in this project is unfinished and are likely 
to become more complex – though at this stage the developer plans to convert 
blueprint prototypes into C++ code, reducing additional overheads. 
 
Lessons Learned              
 
A project that has imported all of its assets from reputable artists still has a lot of 
room for optimisation; whether that is due to Unreal Engine defaulting a lot of the 
LODs and mipmaps, or that some artists have little knowledge of the rendering 
processes their models go through while in-game and only focus on the aesthetic of 
their product without regard for poly count, texture resolution or clear UV mapping, is 
hard to determine. 
 
More often than not, tinkering with lighting and shadows can have a huge effect on 
the performance of a project – for Vitacorp, the improvements of baking the shadows 
of static objects were astronomical – and knowledge the developer will focus on in 
the future.  
 
Hardware of the systems these projects are run on are very powerful – powerful 
enough to have many different actors have complex code running within the game 
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loop, however, it is always a better idea to have much of the logic run in timed 
segments, unless the code happens to be essential to the player, like physics.  
 
Overall, the developer has gained new skills in being able to critique a project and 
checklist essential areas in which to improve its efficiency and focus solely on the 
two main areas: GPU and CPU. 


